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IntroductionIntroduction

1. Active-transitive voice

de-transitivization

Passive voice/ middle voice

2. semantic, pragmatic



Formal Approach to Passive Formal Approach to Passive 
ConstructionConstruction

Ex. The dog was kicked.

DS: ___ was kicked the dog.

<agent, patient>, <nom, acc>

SS: The dogi was kicked ti.



Q1: What are the semantic 
and pragmatic correlation of 
the active vs. passive 
distinction?

謦瑜謦瑜謦瑜謦瑜



The semantics of transitivityThe semantics of transitivity

Active transitive voice

(a) the agentivity of the agent

(b) the affectedness of the patient

(c) the compact, bounded sequential 
or realis-like nature of the verb 

decrease/ detransitivity

Passive voice



The pragmatics of voiceThe pragmatics of voice

• Pragmatics (perspective)

--the very same semantically-defined transitive 
event, coded by the very same combination of 
verb, agent and patient, may be rendered from 
more than one perspective.

• Discourse (topicality)
--the discourse context within which the 
semantically-transitive clause is embedded.

• Discourse controls the pragmatics of voice 
--the relative topicality of agent and 
participants.



Correlation of semantics and Correlation of semantics and 
pragmaticspragmatics

Semantics:     transitivity

Pragmatics:    agent topicality 

Syntax:  agent �grammatical subject



Active voice vs. passive voiceActive voice vs. passive voice

Patient-
subject

Agent-low

Patient-high

Low Passive 
voice

Agent-high

Others-low

Agent-subject

Others-DO, IO

High Active 
voice

Pragmatics 

Topicality

SyntaxSemantics 

Transitivity

• Topicality hierarchy: (primary referent-topic)

1. Active voice: AGT>DAT/BEN>PAT>OTHERS

2. Passive voice: (AGT)>DAT/BEN>PAT>OTHERS

Ex. I kicked the dog.

Ex. The dog was kicked. 



What are the three functional What are the three functional 
dimensions expressed by dedimensions expressed by de--
transitive voice ?transitive voice ?

--柏宏柏宏柏宏柏宏柏宏柏宏柏宏柏宏--



Three Functional DimensionsThree Functional Dimensions

•Agent demotion 

(or suppression) 

•Promotion of a non-agent 

•Verb stativization



The agentivity of 
the agent  

Agent demotion

The compact , 
bounded, 
sequential or 
realis-like nature 
of the verb   

Verb 
stativization

The affectedness 
of the patient 

Promotion of a 
non-agent

TransitivityDe- transitivity



Agent demotionAgent demotion

� In passive clause����

� Exact motivation �

The agent of a semantically-transitive event is demoted

from its pragmatic role  or main clause and its more 

normal role of grammatical subject.

May vary from situation to situation. 



(2). “…He was killed in the war…”
(The agent be unknown or unrecoverable )

ExamplesExamples

(3). The soldiers invaded the village; soon the entire         

place was burned down. 
(The agent may be anaphorically predicable or cataphorically
from the preceding / subsequent discourse)

(5). The plane was brought down safely. 
(The agent may be predicableon the general grounds,      
i.e.stereotypical)

(4). “There is no telling what might have happen if he   

had not been interrupted. The dog had been    

whimpering and whining.. ”

The de-transitive construction used to affect agent is the passive clause



Impersonal-subject constructions:

Code semantically-transitive or active events with 

generic subject or agent.       

ExamplesExamples

(8). a.One used to work hard in those days.

b.You build a log house around here.  

c.They do not make them like that any more.

(11). a. “…the house was struck by lightning.. ”

Even when the agent is overly mentioned in the bona-fide passive 
construction, it tends to be a low thematic import, and frequently 
non-human 

Such overt mention is rather infrequent in passive clauses in text.  



Promotion of a NonPromotion of a Non--AgentAgent
The non-agent topic of the de-transitive clause is 

promoted to topicality, and often also to full grammatical 

subject-hood

Four promotion de-transitive construction
a.BE-passive

John was killed in an accident. 

b.GET-passive

Mary got elected on her second try.

c.Middle passive

The window suddenly broke.   

d.Potential middle

This book is eminently readable. 



Other de-transitive construction do not involve the 

promotion of the non-agent to full grammatical 

subjecthood. 

(The non-agent is identified as the topic by default, in    

the absence of an overt agent)  

(15)Non-promotional de-transitive construction
a. They found him lying on the beach half dead    

b. One doesn’t  chew tobacco in the polite company

c. You can find cheap housing there.

The patient of the event, while topical, remains the 

direct object of the clause; and the clause thus retains 

the syntactic character of a transitive clause.

Impersonal-subject clauses are of this type



Verb Verb stativizationstativization
It involves the stativization of what otherwise 
would have been a semantically transitive verb  

�An event that is framed in the active voice:

�The same event can be re-framed as

� An agent-initiated

� Sharply bounded

� Fast-changing process

resulting state



Syntactically  promotion 

if a non-agent to 

grammatical subjecthood
a.BE-passive

John was killed in an accident. 
b.GET-passive

Mary got elected on her second  

try.

c.Middle passive

The window suddenly broke.   
d.Potential middle

This book is entirely readable.

Impersonal-subject 

construction

a. They found him lying on 

the beach half dead.    
b. One doesn’t  chew 

tobacco in the polite 

company

c. You can find cheap 

housing there.

Most commonly Less likely

Verb Verb stativizationstativization



BE-passive clauses exhibit two of the most common 

grammatical devices used to code stativization

(a) The use of the auxiliary verb “be” as the main verb   

in passive construction. 

(b) The use of a less-finite -- adjective, perfect,   

participial -- verb-form 

The stative-resultative nature of the

BE-passive construction



16.
(a) Active

She told him to go to sleep.
(b) Adjective-stative

*She told him to be asleep.
(c) Progressive-stative

*She told him to be going to sleep. 

17.
(a)She made John chop the wood. 

*She made the wood be chopped (by John). 
(b) They ask her to leave her husband.

*They ask her her husband to be left (by her).
(c) John, go find Mary!  

*Mary, go be found (by John)!

The stative-resultative nature of the BE-passive construction

Manipulation verb

Manipulation verb tend to reject semantically-stative verbs and 

passive-voice in their complement, preferring the equivalent actives.    



Q3.Q3.
What is the relation between What is the relation between 
impersonalimpersonal--subject construction subject construction 
and passives?and passives?

怡嘉怡嘉怡嘉怡嘉怡嘉怡嘉怡嘉怡嘉



• (a) Active :

John discovered her body on the beach.

• (b) BE-passive (promotional) :

Her body was discover-ed on the beach 

(by John) 

• (c) Impersonal subject (non-
promotional) :

They found her body on the beach.



• BE-passive (promotional) :

Her body was discover-ed on the beach (by John)

John discovered her body on the beach.

1. The non-agent is fully promoted to 
subjecthood.

2. The agent is demoted. (absence or 
prepositional)

3. The verb is marked by both the stative “be”

and perfect-participant-adjectival morphology. 



• Impersonal subject (non-promotional) :

They found her body on the beach.

John discovered her body on the beach.

1. Dummy agent pronoun occupies the subject 
position ; the actual agent is absent.

2. Non-agent topic retains the same 
grammatical case-role as in the active-
transitive clause.

3. The verb retains the same grammatical 
form as in the active-transitive clause. 



CaseCase--role restrictions : role restrictions : (Passive)(Passive)

• The promotion of non-agents to full 
grammatical subjecthood is rigidly 
constrained to the patient or the dative-
benefactive, and most commonly to the 
direct-object of the corresponding active 
clause. 

Ex.

These shells are found on the beach. 
(PAT,DO)

We were told to cool it. (DAT,DO)

Mary was given a new job. (DAT-BEN,DO)



CaseCase--role restrictions role restrictions :(Impersonal:(Impersonal--subject)subject)

• An unrestricted distribution in the terms 
of either the case-role of its topical referent 
or clausal-type. 

Ex. (cf P57)

One works for a new boss now. (BEN,IO)

One goes to the movies a lot here. (LOC,IO)

You write letters with a pen. (INSTR,IO)

One eats like a pig there. (MANNER,ADV)



CH9:CH9:
What are the What are the functional distinctionsfunctional distinctions between between 

restrictive and nonrestrictive and non--restrictive relative clauses?restrictive relative clauses?

蔓婷蔓婷蔓婷蔓婷蔓婷蔓婷蔓婷蔓婷



●● The logic of restriction:The logic of restriction:

RRC:

Women who love too much are often disappointed.

women

Some women 
Love too much

RRCs single out a 
restrcited sub-set of the 
domain ‘women’

�it narrows the domain 
of reference.



●● The logic of restriction:The logic of restriction:

NRRC:
Women, who love too much, are often disappointed.

women

All women love 
too much

NRRCs do not single out 
a restrcited sub-set of 
the domain ‘women’
�it does not narrow the 
domain of reference.

NRRC are separated from their head noun by an intonation break or 
pause, marked in written English by a comma. They are parenthetical 
clauses that share some of the functional characteristics of RRC. 



●●Presupposition, assertion & challengePresupposition, assertion & challenge

RRC:
…so after that trouble

the man who went to call the police comes back and…

Q: So now you are finally telling me someone did call       

them! ﹨(╯▽╰)∕

A: I thought I’d told you that earlier!! ○(#‵︿′ㄨ)○



●●Presupposition, assertion & challengePresupposition, assertion & challenge

RRC:
Semantic: RRC codes a state/event one of whose

participants is co-referential with the head noun modified 

by the RRC. 

Ex:  The man [  ]  is a crook.

[ ]=RC=[who married my sister]

The man married my sister.

Modify

Subject of the RC



●●Presupposition, assertion & challengePresupposition, assertion & challenge

RRC:

Pragmatic: The speaker assumes that the state/event 
coded by a RRC is familiar, known, accessible to the 
hearer, or otherwise is unlikely to be challenged as new 
information.

EX: 
That guy standing next to the bar is packing a gun.
�I assume that you notice the man.

That girl I told you about is not here yet. 
�I assume that I told you earlier.



●●Presupposition, assertion & challengePresupposition, assertion & challenge

RRC:
…so after that trouble

the man who went to call the police comes back and…

Q: So now you are finally telling me someone did call       

them! ﹨(╯▽╰)∕

A: I thought I’d told you that earlier!! ○(#‵︿′ㄨ)○



●●Presupposition, assertion & challengePresupposition, assertion & challenge

NRRC:
…so after that trouble

the man, who went to call the police, comes back and…

A: Well, yeah, I suppose I should have mentioned that   

earlier. (￣ー￣；)

Q: So now you are finally telling me someone did call       
them! ﹨(╯▽╰)∕



●●Presupposition, assertion & challengePresupposition, assertion & challenge

NRRC:
Semantic: RRC codes a state/event one of whose

participants is co-referential with the head noun modified 

by the RRC.

Pragmatic: The state/event is typically not supposed, 

even when the head is referring and definite. The speaker 

does not assume that the information about the 

state/event is accessible to the hearer. NRRC is asserted 

as new information.



●●Presupposition, assertion & challengePresupposition, assertion & challenge

NRRC:
…so after that trouble

the man, who went to call the police, comes back and…

A: Well, yeah, I suppose I should have mentioned that   

earlier. (￣ー￣；)

Q: So now you are finally telling me someone did call       
them! ﹨(╯▽╰)∕



●●Coherence & groundingCoherence & grounding

RRC:
The information in the RRC serves to ground the referent 

to some mental-texture. However, the information 

structure into which definite and REF-indefinite referents

are grounded is crucially different.



●●Coherence & groundingCoherence & grounding
RRC:
EX:
※※※※Definite (Anaphoric grounding)
The woman you met last year just called.
�The speaker assume that the referent is still accessible in the 

hearer’s pre-existing mental structure.
�你去年遇到的那個女生打電話給你。

※※※※REF-indefinite: (Cataphoric grounding)
A women you met last year just called.
�The speaker judges the RRC-coded event sufficiently remote, 

unimportant, and thus the hearer does not have ready access to 
the referent in readily-available mental storage.

�(你記不記得)去年你有遇到一個女生(吧?),她打了電話給你。



●●Coherence & groundingCoherence & grounding

NRRC:
The information in NRRC tend to be parenthetical and 

somewhat backgrounded. The speaker may judge the 

information to be useful or relevant at that point. They 

may deem the information less central for the main 

thematic line of the discourse.

Ex:

那個女生阿…喔…對了，她爸是劉德華，是我同學…..

parenthetical



●●Coherence & groundingCoherence & grounding

• NRRC:
※※※※Definite (Anaphoric grounding)

The woman, who was standing next to the door, pulled a gun….

� The speaker supplies the hearer with more information concerning 
a noun ‘the woman’ that has been mentioned previously.

※※※※REF-indefinite (Cataphoric grounding)

A good friend of mine,  whom I hope you’ll meet some day, just 
called…..

�The referent ‘a good friend of mine’ is being introduced for the first 
time.

※※※※Topic generic (Generic grounding)

Academics, who tend to be somewhat abstract, have a peculiar sense 
of…

�The information in the NRRC grounds ‘academic’ to the hearer’s 
generic knowledge.



●●Restriction and referenceRestriction and reference

RRC:
RRC can modify the strictly non-referring nouns.

(19)

a. Anybody who marries my sister is asking for trouble.

b. Any man whom my sister marries better think twice.

c. I know no man who would do this.



●●Restriction and referenceRestriction and reference

RRC:
�The RRC modifying such heads always fall under some 
non-fact modality.

Ex: 

She said that anybody who marries her sister will be lucky.

She said that anybody who married her sister would be lucky.

�The RRC code hypothetical states/events, within which 
the co-referent argument also is non-referring.

Habitual modality (non-fact)

Past/perfect modality (non-fact)



●●Restriction and referenceRestriction and reference

RRC:
Definite noun are typically referring. They can be used as 

non-referring but only if the modality in the RC is non-

fact.

EX:

The man who would say this is a cad.

�’The man’ is not referring. The RRC, due to the 
referring ‘this’, establishes anaphoric coherence to the 
preceding discourse. 



●●Restriction and referenceRestriction and reference

NRRC:
NRRC can not modify the strictly non-referring nouns.

a. *Anybody, who marries my sister, is asking for 
trouble.

b. *Any man, whom my sister marries, better think 
twice.

c. *I know no man, who would do this.



●●Restriction and referenceRestriction and reference

NRRC:

�The man, who would visit every summer, was well 

known on the island.

(a referring sense is imparted to the head noun.)

The man who would say this is a cad. (RRC)

*The man, who would say this, is a cad. (NRRC)

Past habitual



●●Generic head nouns and topicalityGeneric head nouns and topicality

RRC:
Generic subjects are semantically non-referring but 

pragmatically topical.

Women who love too much are often disappointed.

women

Some women love 
too much



●●Generic head nouns and topicalityGeneric head nouns and topicality

RRC :
Generic object

We study elephants who live in the tropics.

elephants

Some elephants live 
in the tropics.



●●Generic head nouns and topicalityGeneric head nouns and topicality

NRRC
Generic subject

Women, who love too much, are often disappointed.

women

all women love too 
much



●●Generic head nouns and topicalityGeneric head nouns and topicality

NRRC
Generic object

We study elephants, who live in the tropics.

elephants

all elephants live in 
the tropics.

Thus, both RRC & NRRC 
are considered 
topicalizing structure.



●●Generic head nouns and topicalityGeneric head nouns and topicality

NRRC
Generic object

An unmodified generic object may be non-topical, but 

NRRC marks it as topical.

Non-topical:

He used to go up to that valley and hunt deer, and fish 

and camp up the river…[ ‘deer’ is never mentioned again.]

Topical:

He used to go up to that valley and hunt deer, which 
avound there and are real easy to track…

[The topic ‘deer’ keep recurring.]



●●Restriction & unique referenceRestriction & unique reference

RRC:
RRC can not modify unique head nouns, such as 

proper names or pronouns.

EX:

*John who is my friend is a poet.

*I who you all know will speak now.

�Because these NPs are uniquely identifiable to the 
hearer. Restrictive modification is superfluous.



●●Restriction & unique referenceRestriction & unique reference

NRRC:
NRRC can modify unique head nouns, such as 

proper names or pronouns.

EX:

John, who is my friend, is a poet.

I, who you all know, will speak now.


